
One-handed adjustment and guard prevent operators' fingers being pinched 
Perfect for hard to reach areas like toilet bolts, stop valves, supply lines
Fine adjustment: ensures optimum adjustment to differently sized work pieces gripping 
surfaces with special hardened teeth 
Secure catching of the hinge bolt: no unintentional shifting 
Box-joint design: high stability because of double guide 
Self-locking on pipes and nuts: no slipping on the work piece and no hand force required

One-of-a kind tool that replaces a full set of inch and metric open end wrenches 
Perfect for hard to reach areas like toilet bolts, stop valves, supply lines
Excellent for gripping, holding, pressing and bending applications 
Smooth parallel gripping jaw prevents marring on work surfaces 
Adjustment at the touch of a button 
Ideal for a wide variety of uses including industrial, EDC, and craft applications 

®
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BEST NEW ITEMS
- April - On All Orders in 2019

FREE
SHIPPING

Check out our videos for these
 products, and more on YouTube!

Youtube.com/BestPlumbingOnline

10" Angled Pliers Wrench | #10892

5" Cobra Pliers | #10899

5" Mini Pliers Wrench | #10897

Neoperl Clinic 1.5 GPM Perlator Color Inserts 

15° angled handles provide space for counter screw connections and reduce risk of knuckle 
injuries 
Perfect for toilet bolts or any bolted fittings on surfaces
Narrow head and angled design allow for added maneuverability to access tight spaces 
Smooth, parallel jaws will not round off nuts or bolts and won't damage chrome or soft 
finishes 
Evenly distributes the force to the work piece for a secure grip that gives 10x more strength 
Versatility of a wrench with the convenience of a Pliers 
17 adjustment positions; fast adjustment at the push of a button - easy handling, no 
unintentional adjustment 
Excellent for gripping, holding, pressing and bending 

Laminar Stream  
Improved safety and hygiene thanks to an effective four-color concept 
– each color symbolizes a replacement cycle. This means it is easy to 
recognize and monitor whether replacement is taking place regularly and 
correctly 
The quarterly exchange cycle needs to be set by the facility itself since 
the water and the operating conditions have a huge effect on the 
potential microbiological contamination of the aerator.  
The integrated flow limiter (Flow Class Z) ensures a constant water flow. 
This type of flow restriction makes a significant contribution to preventing 
unnecessary contamination as a result of water spray 
Minimal spray and aerosol formation, minimizing risk of infection with 
waterborne legionella or pseudomonas bacteria. 
*Does not come with housing 
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A polite and sanitary way to keep 
people out. Device slides over 
the stationary stall front panel 
and the moving door panel. As 
a result, it locks the door closed 
from all patrons until repair can 
be completed.  
3” x 1.5” x 4.5” 

best featured ITEMS
®

Best Carries ...
Did You Know
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Restroom Stall Block-Aide 
(Sorry, Out Of Order) 
#99522619 

Clean Remotes

*Delivery—Shipments are normally made within the continental United States via UPS or FEDEX. Delivery is contingent on government regulations, strikes, and any circumstances beyond our control. Effective January 1st, 2019, 
all orders shipped within the continental United States will receive free shipping. In general, this offer is limited to standard ground delivery for orders shipping to zones 1 and 2 as well as 2 Day Air delivery to zones 3,4 and 5. 
Next Day Air delivery and shipments outside the continental United States will be charged actual freight. Direct shipments and orders requiring LTL service or lift gate service are also exempt from this offer. All orders containing 
chemicals (hazardous or limited quantity), Lithium Batteries, and other restricted materials will be sent by UPS Ground or FedEx Ground. All orders for cases of toilet seats will be shipped ground. **Policies are subject to change.**

Perfect for School and Healthcare environments!
Designed for applications where outgassing and solvents (VOC’s) are not tolerated 
Use where molecular airborne contamination can impact health or clean room 
manufacturing operations. 
Moisture cured, solvent free, 100% solids and will not shrink 
Paintable within 24 hours 
Capable of joint movement in excess of 25% 

Chemlink M-1 Clean Room Certified Adhesive/Sealant 
 #99723044  (White)

pg. GR-19

Greenfix Liquid Trap Primer
#96424  4 oz (CQ/12) 

Ready to use directly from container!
Trap primer and odor fix. 
Seals drain traps to prevent odors and drain flies from 
permiating the trap and endangering health and comfort 
of inhabitants.
Made for drains that are no longer in use or have light traffic

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Saturated Parrafin Oil 

APPLICATION : 
No evaporation, biodegradable, eliminates odors, long lasting, 
freeze protection down to - 20°F. Simply add it and forget it. 
Trap primer and odor fix. Ready to use directly from container.  













*Also Available 
in 1 Quart 
bottles - #96427

The flat non-porous surface is easily disinfected 
Tested to carry 99% less bacteria than other 
remotes 
Works on over 240 brands of TV’s 
No menu button, stops user from changing TV 
setup 
Hidden battery compartment to prevent theft and 
lost covers
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TV Only

#65402

Cable/TV

#65403

Big Button

Simply Add It and Forget It!
New Single Use Size!

On A Single Order If You Purchase:

$ 5
0

in

Best Bottle 
Opener 
Lanyard

$ 1
00

Best Lanyard & 48" Umbrella

$ 2
00

Best Lanyard & 12 pack cooler bag

in in

Receive a

Receive a Receive a

April & May 2019

Neoperl Promotion! 



